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/ŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƟŽŶ

/Ŷ�ŚŝƐ�ϮϬϬϰ�ĂƌƟĐůĞ�ŝŶ�Language As-
sessment Quarterly ͕ �ĂĚǀ ŽĐĂƟŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�
need to “broaden, deepen and con-
solidate” many of our ideas about
ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ�ƚĞƐƟŶŐ͕��ƵŵŵŝŶŐ�ŵĂŬĞƐ�
the convincing argument that more
research is needed on the role of
ƐƚĂŬĞŚŽůĚĞƌƐ�ŝŶ�ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ�ƚĞƐƟŶŐ�
contexts and areas that have tradi-
ƟŽŶĂůůǇ�ďĞĞŶ�Žǀ ĞƌůŽŽŬĞĚ�;�ƵŵŵŝŶŐ͕�
2004, p.3). It can be successfully
argued that one of these neglected
areas is Mexico. Mexico seems to
find itself in the paradoxical situa-
ƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŵĂŶǇ�>ĂƟŶ��ŵĞƌŝĐĂŶ�ĐŽƵŶͲ
tries which, while witnessing a pro-
nounced increase in demand for
high quality English language in-
ƐƚƌƵĐƟŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ͕ �ŚĂǀ Ğ�
failed to produce a significant body 
ŽĨ�ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ�ŝŶǀ ĞƐƟŐĂƟŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƉĞĐŝĮ Đ�
variables that help to define the 
uniqueness of their contexts.

Without doubt, one of these varia-
bles is the students or candidates
who actually take language tests.
Their story is largely untold, and in
ƌĞĐĞŶƚ�ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ�ƚĞƐƟŶŐ�ůŝƚĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ�ŝƚ�
is difficult to find an issue that more 
scholars seem to agree on than the
idea that candidates are among the
most important – yet neglected –
ƐƚĂŬĞŚŽůĚĞƌƐ�ŝŶ�ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ�ƚĞƐƟŶŐ͘�
Shohamy (2001) perceives that “it is
through the voices of test takers
who report on their experiences and
consequences that the features of
ƚŚĞ�ƵƐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚĞƐƚƐ�ĐĂŶ�ďĞ�ŝĚĞŶƟĮ ĞĚ͘ �
zĞƚ͕ �ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞƐƟŶŐ�ůŝƚĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ͕�ƚĞƐƚ�
ƚĂŬĞƌƐ�ĂƌĞ�ŽŌĞŶ�ŬĞƉƚ�ƐŝůĞŶƚ͖ �ƚŚĞŝƌ�
personal experiences are not heard
or shared” (p.7). Cumming (2004)

maintains that “serious considera-
ƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƵƐĞƐ�ŽĨ�ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐͲ
ŵĞŶƚ�ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞƐ�ĂĚŽƉƟŶŐ�ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ�
ŵĞƚŚŽĚƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŝŶǀ ĞƐƟŐĂƚĞ�ƉĞŽƉůĞ͛Ɛ�
Ăƫ ƚƵĚĞƐ͕ �ďĞůŝĞĨƐ͕ �ĐƵůƚƵƌĂů�ǀ ĂůƵĞƐ͕ �
ĂŶĚ�ǁ ĂǇƐ�ŽĨ�ŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƟŶŐ�;͙ Ϳ�̂ ƵĐŚ�
inquiry is indispensable for under-
standing why people perform the
ways they do in language assess-
ment, and thus necessary for valida-
ƟŽŶ͟ �;Ɖ͘ ϵͿ͘

The purpose of this study, there-
fore, was to give free rein to the
neglected voices of test candidates
ŝŶ�ŽŶĞ�ƉĂƌƟĐƵůĂƌ�ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚ͘ ��Ɛ�
McNamara and Roever (2006) insist,
͞ ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ�ƚĞƐƟŶŐ�ŚĂƐ�Ă�ƌĞĂů�ŝŵƉĂĐƚ�
on real people's lives” (p.8). This
impact starts with the stakeholders
who are immediately affected by 
the test, i.e. test candidates and test
developers, and extends outward to
society at large. This impact also
implies a significant amount of re-
sponsibility on the part of test de-
velopers to ensure that the tests
they write and administer are as
valid and reliable as possible.

One of the most valuable tech-
niques for helping test developers
to measure test validity is by listen-
ing to candidates’ voices. Candidate
ƉĞƌĐĞƉƟŽŶƐ͕ �ĨĞĞůŝŶŐƐ͕ �ƉŽŝŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�
ǀ ŝĞǁ ͕ �Ăƫ ƚƵĚĞƐ͕ �ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƵŐͲ
ŐĞƐƟŽŶƐ͕ �ƚĂŬĞŶ�ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌ͕�ĐĂŶ�ƐĞƌǀ Ğ�
ĂƐ�Ğǀ ŝĚĞŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽƐŝƟǀ Ğ�ĂŶĚ�ŶĞŐͲ
aƟve consequences of tests. In ad-
ĚŝƟŽŶ͕ �ĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬ�ĨƌŽŵ�ĐĂŶĚŝĚĂƚĞƐ�
can serve as the impetus for discus-
sions that can, and should, be hap-
pening among a variety of stake-
holders (Madaus, in press, as cited
in Shohamy, 2001, p.149). Enlarging
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the dialogue in this way can help
further promote not just the validity
of individual tests, but also of the
test system ͕ �ǁ ŚŝĐŚ�ŶĞĞĚƐ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŶƟŶͲ
ually “encourage testers, teachers,
test takers, and the public at large
ƚŽ�ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƵƐĞƐ�ŽĨ�ƚĞƐƚƐ͕ �ƚŚĞ�
materials they are based on, and to
ĐƌŝƟƋƵĞ�ƚŚĞ�ǀ ĂůƵĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�ďĞůŝĞĨƐ�ŝŶŚĞƌͲ
ent in them” (Shohamy, p.131).

dŚĞ�ĂƌƟĐůĞ�ŚĂƐ�Ɛŝǆ�ƉĂƌƚƐ͘ �WĂƌƚ�ϭ�ŽƵƚͲ
lines the goal of the study. Part 2
summarises the EXAVER English lan-
ŐƵĂŐĞ�ĐĞƌƟĮ ĐĂƟŽŶ�ƚĞƐƚƐ͕ �ǁ ŚŝĐŚ�
ƐĞƌǀ ĞĚ�ĂƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌĂĐƟĐĂů�ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚ�ŽĨ�
the study. Part 3 explains the meth-
odology of the study. Parts 4 and 5
Žī Ğƌ͕�ƌĞƐƉĞĐƟǀ ĞůǇ͕�ĂŶ�Žǀ Ğƌǀ ŝĞǁ �ĂŶĚ�
a discussion of the findings.  Finally, 
Part 6 offers some general conclu-
sions.

1. Goal of the study

The study fo-
cused specifi-
cally on what
Bachman and
Palmer (1996)
consider as
one of the
three ways
that language
tests have a
direct impact on test candidates,
namely, the consequences that can-
didates experience as a result of
preparing for and taking these tests
(p.31). In order to measure this im-
pact, it was necessary to liberate
the voices of the candidates who
ƉĂƌƟĐŝƉĂƚĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƚƵĚǇ͕�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚŝƐ�
became the study’s primary goal.
This was accomplished, first, by so-

ůŝĐŝƟŶŐ�ĐĂŶĚŝĚĂƚĞ�ŽƉŝŶŝŽŶƐ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ƚŚĞ�
processes of preparing for and tak-
ŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞƐƚ͕ �ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞŶ�ďǇ�ƐŽůŝĐŝƟŶŐ�
ƚŚĞŝƌ�ƐƵŐŐĞƐƟŽŶƐ�ŽŶ�ŚŽǁ �ƚŚĞƐĞ�ƉƌŽͲ
cesses might be improved.

Ϯ͘ ��WƌĂĐƟĐĂů�ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚ�ŽĨ�ƐƚƵĚǇ͗�ƚŚĞ�
EXAVER English Language
�ĞƌƟĮ ĐĂƟŽŶ�dĞƐƚƐ

Ϯ͘ ϭ�' ĞŶĞƌĂů�ĚĞƐĐƌŝƉƟŽŶ�

EXAVER is the name of
the tests used as the ba-
sis of the study, and re-
ĨĞƌƐ�ƚŽ�Ă�ƟĞƌĞĚ-suite of
�ŶŐůŝƐŚ�ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ�ĐĞƌƟĮ ĐĂͲ
ƟŽŶ�ƚĞƐƚƐ�ĚĞǀ ĞůŽƉĞĚ�ĂŶĚ�
administered by the Universidad
Veracruzana (UV) in the southeast-
ern Mexican state of Veracruz. The
first suite was developed in the year 
2000 by a small group of English
language teachers at the UV, as well
ĂƐ�ďǇ�ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƟǀ ĞƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�

�ƌŝƟƐŚ��ŽƵŶĐŝů͕��ĂŵďƌŝĚŐĞ��ƐƐĞƐƐͲ
ment, and Roehampton University’s
Center for Language Assessment
and Research (CLARe). The con-
struct behind the EXAVER tests is to
measure three language proficiency 
ůĞǀ ĞůƐ�ŝĚĞŶƟĮ ĞĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ��ŽƵŶĐŝů�ŽĨ�
Europe's Common European Frame-
work of Reference for Languages
(CEFR), summarised in Table 1. The

EXAVER tests are administered
twice a year at 11 language centers
throughout Veracruz.

Table 1: Levels of EXAVER tests and
their corresponding CEFR Levels
(adapted from Abad et al., 2011)

2.2 Test Structure

Each EXAVER test contains three
separate papers. The structure of
each paper is described below.

Table 2: EXAVER test structure
;ĂŌĞƌ��ƵŶŶĞ͕�ϮϬϬϳ Ϳ

2.3 dĞƐƚ�ůŽĐĂůŝǌĂƟŽŶ

According to O’Sullivan (2011), one
ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĚĞĮ ŶŝŶŐ�ĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝƐƟĐƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�
�y�s �Z�ĞǆĂŵŝŶĂƟŽŶƐ�ŝƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞǇ�
ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚ�͞ ƚŚĞ�Į ƌƐƚ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵĂƟĐ�
ĂƩ ĞŵƉƚ�ƚŽ�ĐƌĞĂƚĞ�Ă�͚ůŽĐĂů͕͛ �Ăī ŽƌĚĂͲ
ble, and sustainable language test
system” (O’Sullivan, p.10). In focus-

EXAVER CEFR Council of Europe

1
Upper Beginner

A2 Waystage

2
Lower Intermediate

B1 Threshold

3
Upper Intermediate

B2 Vantage

Paper 1
ZĞĂĚŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�t ƌŝƟŶŐ

Paper 2
Listening

Paper 3
Speaking

 5 parts

 Variety of tasks: matching,
ŵƵůƟƉůĞ�ĐŚŽŝĐĞ͕�ŵŽĚŝĮ ĞĚ�
cloze text

 /ŶĚŝƌĞĐƚ�ŵĞĂƐƵƌĞ�ŽĨ�ǁ ƌŝƟŶŐ

 4 parts

 Range from comprehension of
ƌĞůĂƟǀ ĞůǇ�ƐŚŽƌƚ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂů�ĐŽŶǀ ĞƌͲ
ƐĂƟŽŶƐ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŵƉƌĞŚĞŶƐŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�
ŵŽƌĞ�ĨŽƌŵĂů�ĂŶĚ�ƐƵďƐƚĂŶƟĂůůǇ�
ůŽŶŐĞƌ�ĐŽŶǀ ĞƌƐĂƟŽŶƐ

 3 parts

 Combine some type of inter-
view task (interlocutor to candi-
date), discussion task
(between a pair of candidates)
and a long-turn task
(interlocutor to candidate)
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ŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ĂƩ ĞŶƟŽŶ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ůŽĐĂů�ŐĞŽͲ
ŐƌĂƉŚŝĐ�ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĞǆĂŵŝŶĂƟŽŶƐ�
(southeastern Mexico) and the par-
ƟĐƵůĂƌ�ŶĞĞĚƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĐĂŶĚŝĚĂƚĞƐ�ǁ ŝƚŚͲ
in that context (students, primarily,
of the Universidad Veracruzana),
EXAVER’s test developers have
helped create a process now known
ĂƐ�͞ ůŽĐĂůŝǌĂƟŽŶ͟ ͘ ��K ͛ ^Ƶůůŝǀ ĂŶ�ĚĞĮ ŶĞƐ�
ƚŚŝƐ�ĂƐ�͞ ƚŚĞ�ƉƌĂĐƟĐĞ�ŽĨ�ƚĂŬŝŶŐ�ŝŶƚŽ�
account those learning-focused fac-
ƚŽƌƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ĐĂŶ�ŝŵƉĂĐƚ�ŽŶ�ůŝŶŐƵŝƐƟĐ�
ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞ͙ ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ƌĞĐŽŐŶŝƟŽŶ�
of the importance of test context on
test development…” (O’Sullivan,
p.6).

Economic affordability was one of 
the first local variables that EXA-
VER’s test developers considered.
As the majority of EXAVER’s candi-
ĚĂƚĞƐ�ĐŽƵůĚ�ŶŽƚ�;ĂŶĚ�ƐƟůů�ĐĂŶŶŽƚͿ�
afford the cost of more reputable 
ŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂů��ŶŐůŝƐŚ�ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ�ĐĞƌƟͲ
Į ĐĂƟŽŶ�ƚĞƐƚƐ͕ ��y�s �Z ͛ Ɛ�ƚĞƐƚ�ĚĞǀ ĞůͲ
opers decided to create a suite of
economically affordable tests, in 
line with median to lower income
brackets based on the Mexican min-
imum wage.2 Table 3 shows the cur-
rent costs (as of September 2017) of
taking an EXAVER test, with approxi-
mate equivalents in Euros.3

As of January 2017, the Mexican
minimum wage was approximately
80 pesos per day.

For more details on the EXAVER ex-
ĂŵŝŶĂƟŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ��y�s �Z�ƚĞƐƚ�
system, especially as they relate to
ůŽĐĂůŝǌĂƟŽŶ͕ �ƐĞĞ��ďĂĚ�Ğƚ�Ăů͕�
“Developing affordable, ‘local’ tests: 
the EXAVER Project” in Language
dĞƐƟŶŐ͗�dŚĞŽƌŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�WƌĂĐƟĐĞƐ͕ ��Ě͘ �
Barry O’Sullivan (Palgrave Macmil-
lan, 2011) pages 228-243.

dĂďůĞ�ϯ ͗ ���ŽŵƉĂƌĂƟǀ Ğ�ĐŽƐƚ�ŽĨ�ƚĂŬŝŶŐ�ĂŶ�
EXAVER test

3. Methodology

A mixed methods (quan → QUAL) 
ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ�ĨŽƌ�ĚĂƚĂ�ĐŽůůĞĐƟŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�
analysis was used for the study. The
ƋƵĂŶƟƚĂƟǀ Ğ�ĚĂƚĂ�ĐĂŵĞ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�
responses of 245 EXAVER candi-
dates who completed a web-based
ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶŶĂŝƌĞ͕�ǁ ŚŝĐŚ�ǁ ĂƐ�ĂĚŵŝŶŝƐͲ
tered in the summer of 2010 follow-
ŝŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƉƌŝŶŐ�ϮϬϭϬ�ĂĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂƟŽŶ�
of EXAVER’s three levels. The ques-
ƟŽŶŶĂŝƌĞ�ŝŶĐůƵĚĞĚ�ϰϮ�ĐůŽƐĞĚ-format,
ŵƵůƟƉůĞ-ĐŚŽŝĐĞ�ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶƐ͕ �ĂŶĚ�ƚǁ Ž�
open-ĞŶĚĞĚ�ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶƐ͘ �K Ĩ�ƚŚĞ�
closed-ĨŽƌŵĂƚ�ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶƐ͕ �ϭϬ�ĞŵͲ
ƉůŽǇĞĚ�Ă�>ŝŬĞƌƚ�̂ ĐĂůĞ͕�ǁ ŝƚŚ�ŽƉƟŽŶƐ�
spanning from 1 to 5, to ascertain
candidates' opinions about several
topics related to the test. Excel Ver-
sion 2003 was used to analyze the
ĚĂƚĂ͘ �dŚĞ�ƋƵĂůŝƚĂƟǀ Ğ�ĚĂƚĂ�ĐĂŵĞ�
from the author’s research journal
from March to October 2010, and
from semi-structured interviews
conducted in October 2010 with
ĨŽƵƌ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶŶĂŝƌĞΖƐ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚͲ
ents.

4. Findings 4

Out of the 964 candidates who took
an EXAVER test in May 2010, 245 of
them (or 25%) responded to the
web-based survey. Of these, 99 (or
ϰϬй Ϳ�ƟĐŬĞĚ�ƚŚĞ�ďŽǆ�Ăƚ�ƚŚĞ�ĞŶĚ�ŽĨ�
the survey, signifying their desire to

ƉĂƌƟĐŝƉĂƚĞ�ŝŶ�Ă�ƐĞŵŝ-structured in-
ƚĞƌǀ ŝĞǁ ͘ �dŚŝƐ�ƌĞůĂƟǀ ĞůǇ�ŚŝŐŚ�ƌĂƚĞ�ŽĨ�

response was the first 
ŝŶĚŝĐĂƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƉƉĂƌͲ
ent strong desire of EXA-
VER’s candidates to have
their voices heard.

Web-ďĂƐĞĚ�ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶŶĂŝƌĞ�ƐƵƌǀ ĞǇ

�Ɛ�ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ�ŝŶƐƚƌƵŵĞŶƚƐ͕ �ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶͲ
ŶĂŝƌĞƐ�ŚĂǀ Ğ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ĚŝƐƟŶĐƚ�ĂĚͲ
vantages and disadvantages. With
ƌĞŐĂƌĚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ůĂƩ Ğƌ͕�ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚĞƌƐ�
ƐŽŵĞƟŵĞƐ�ĐŽŵƉůĂŝŶ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ƚŚĞ�ůĂĐŬ�
ŽĨ�ĚĞƉƚŚ�ĂŶĚ�ƌŝĐŚŶĞƐƐ�ŝŶ�ŵƵůƟƉůĞ-
choice responses (Dörnyei, 2007,
p.115). For this reason, the re-
searcher included two open-ended
ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƵƌǀ ĞǇ�ĂůŽŶŐ�ǁ ŝƚŚ�
ƚŚĞ�ϰϮ�ŵƵůƟƉůĞ-ĐŚŽŝĐĞ�ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶƐ͘ �
While the responses to all of the
ƐƵƌǀ ĞǇ͛Ɛ�ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶƐ�ƉƌŽǀ ŝĚĞĚ�ŝŵͲ
portant feedback, the responses to
the two open-ĞŶĚĞĚ�ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶƐ�
(numbers 17 and 30) are notewor-
thy, due both to the high number of
candidates who responded to them
(well over half of the total 245 can-
didates who took part in the sur-
vey), as well as to the diversity of
their answers. Summaries of these
responses follow.5

Y ƵĞƐƟŽŶ�ϭϳ ͗ �“Do you feel that there
is anything we could include on the
EXAVER website that might help
future candidates to feel less anx-
ious and/or more confident before 
taking the test? If so, please write
your comment(s) below, taking all
the space that is necessary.” Ques-
ƟŽŶ�ϭϳ �ǇŝĞůĚĞĚ�ϭϰϰ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞƐ͕ �ŽƌŐĂͲ
nized into the following categories:

 Ϯϯ�ƉŽƐŝƟǀ Ğ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞƐ͕ �ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ͗

LEVEL Cost in MX Pesos Cost in Euros

EXAVER 1 500 Approx. 23

EXAVER 2 550 Approx. 25

EXAVER 3 600 Approx. 27
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 “I didn’t hire a tutor or use any
books to prepare for the test, as
/�ĨŽƵŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�
website very useful.”

 Ϯϰ�ŶĞŐĂƟǀ Ğ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞƐ͕ �ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ͗

 ͞ dŚĞ�ǁ ĂŝƟŶŐ�ƟŵĞ�ƚŽ�ŐĞƚ�ǇŽƵƌ�
grade is too long...you really
need to find a way to make it 
go faster.”

  “I would have benefited from 
a greater variety, and greater
scale of difficulty, of test prep-
ĂƌĂƟŽŶ�ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐ�– the Sam-
ple Tests on the website were
really easy and not very help-
ful.”

 ϵϳ �ƐƵŐŐĞƐƟŽŶƐ͕ �ŶŽƚĂďůǇ�ĨŽƌ����
ĨƵƌƚŚĞƌ�ĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚĂƟŽŶ�Žƌ�������
materials to include on the
EXAVER website, such as:

 a video of a sample speaking
test

 a bibliography of literature to
consult to help prepare for
the test

 Ă�ĚĞƐĐƌŝƉƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŚŽǁ �ŐƌĂĚĞƐ�
are calculated

Y ƵĞƐƟŽŶ�ϯϬ͗�“Do you have any oth-
Ğƌ�ĐŽŵŵĞŶƚƐ�;ƉŽƐŝƟǀ Ğ�Žƌ�ŶĞŐĂƟǀ ĞͿ�
ĂŶĚͬ Žƌ�ƐƵŐŐĞƐƟŽŶƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵ͛ Ě�ůŝŬĞ�ƚŽ�
add regarding the specific test you 
ƚŽŽŬ�Žƌ�ĂďŽƵƚ�ƚŚĞ��y�s �Z��ĞƌƟĮ ĐĂͲ
ƟŽŶ�dĞƐƚƐ�ŝŶ�ŐĞŶĞƌĂů͍ ��/Ĩ�ƐŽ͕ �ƉůĞĂƐĞ�
write them below, taking all the
space that is necessary.” Y ƵĞƐƟŽŶ�
30 yielded 127 responses.

 ϯϴ�ƉŽƐŝƟǀ Ğ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞƐ͕ �ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ͗

 “The EXAVER staff appeared 
to be very knowledgeable and
when they gave the instruc-
ƟŽŶƐ�ŝŶ��ŶŐůŝƐŚ͕ �ŝƚ�ǁ ĂƐ�ǀ ĞƌǇ�
clear, which set me at ease
and made me feel more confi-
dent.”

 ϲϭ�ŶĞŐĂƟǀ Ğ�ĐŽŵŵĞŶƚƐ͕ �ƐƵĐŚ�
as:

 ͞ t ŚŝůĞ�ǁ ĂŝƟŶŐ�ŝŶ�ůŝŶĞ�ƚŽ�ĞŶͲ
ter the test center, I was told
that my name was not on the
list even though I had my reg-
ŝƐƚƌĂƟŽŶ�ƌĞĐĞŝƉƚ͘ �/Ŷ�ƚŚĞ�ĞŶĚ�/�
was able to take the test, but
I felt very nervous.”

 Ϯϴ�ƐƵŐŐĞƐƟŽŶƐ͕ �ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ͗

 “It would be nice to have a
more detailed report on how I
fared in the test, such as
knowing how I performed on
each part of the test, maybe
in terms of percentages.”

5. Discussion

5.1 Specific concerns 

dŚĞ�ƉŚƌĂƐŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�Y ƵĞƐƟŽŶ�ϭϳ ͕ �ǁ ŝƚŚ�
special emphasis on the words
“more confident” and “less anx-
ŝŽƵƐ͟ ͕ �ǁ ĂƐ�ŝŶƚĞŶƟŽŶĂů�ŝŶ�ŽƌĚĞƌ�ƚŽ�
reflect the researcher’s premise that 
the less anxious and more confident 
candidates feel before taking a test,
the more likely they are to perform
ďĞƩĞƌ͘6 dŚĞ�ƌĞůĂƟǀ ĞůǇ�ůŽŶŐ�ůŝƐƚ�ŽĨ�
ƐƵŐŐĞƐƟŽŶƐ�;ϵϳ �ŝŶ�ƚŽƚĂůͿ�ƚŚĂƚ�ĐĂŶĚŝͲ
dates gave in response to this ques-
ƟŽŶ�ŚĂǀ Ğ�ƉƌŽǀ ĞŶ�ƵƐĞĨƵů�ŝŶ�ŚĞůƉŝŶŐ�
EXAVER’s test developers improve
the quality of the website’s prepara-
ƟŽŶ�ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůƐ�ƐŽ�ƚŚĂƚ�ĐĂŶĚŝĚĂƚĞƐ�

can indeed feel more confident and 
less anxious before taking a live
test.

Y ƵĞƐƟŽŶ�ϯϬ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�ƐĞĞŵ�ĨĂŵŝůŝĂƌ�ƚŽ�
ƋƵĂůŝƚĂƟǀ Ğ�ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚĞƌƐ͕ �ƐŝŶĐĞ�ŝƚ�ŝƐ�
the classic “Do you have anything
else to add?” that usually appears at
the end of an interview. It was con-
sidered necessary as a ‘safety net’
to ensure that candidates had the
opportunity to state anything and
everything they wished to about
preparing for and taking an EXAVER
test.

KŶĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŶĞŐĂƟǀ Ğ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞƐ�ƚŽ�
Y ƵĞƐƟŽŶ�ϯϬ͕�ƌĞĨĞƌƌŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�Ă�ĐĂŶĚŝͲ
date’s sense of anxiety over their
name not being found on the official 
list of test registrants, relates to the
ƚŚĞŵĞ�ŽĨ�Y ƵĞƐƟŽŶ�ϭϳ ͘ �/ƚ�ƐŚŽƵůĚ�ƌĞͲ
mind testers of the importance of
ĂĚŽƉƟŶŐ�ŵĞĂƐƵƌĞƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŚĞůƉ�ƚŽ�
avoid circumstances that can poten-
ƟĂůůǇ�ĐĂƵƐĞ�ƵŶŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌǇ�ƐƚƌĞƐƐ�ĂŶĚ�
anxiety for candidates. Test examin-
ers and administrators should devel-
op a list of things that could possibly
go wrong on the day of the test,
ŝĚĞŶƟĨǇŝŶŐ�ĂŶ�Ğī ĞĐƟǀ Ğ�ƐŽůƵƟŽŶ�ĨŽƌ�
each of them. Such a list should
then be printed and given to test
invigilators.

�Ǉ�ĐŽŶƚƌĂƐƚ͕ �ŽŶĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽƐŝƟǀ Ğ�ƌĞͲ
ƐƉŽŶƐĞƐ�ƚŽ�Y ƵĞƐƟŽŶ�ϯϬ�ŝůůƵƐƚƌĂƚĞƐ�
ŚŽǁ �Ă�ƐĞĞŵŝŶŐůǇ�ƌŽƵƟŶĞ�ƚĂƐŬ�
(calmly and clearly reading the ini-
ƟĂů�ŝŶƐƚƌƵĐƟŽŶƐ�ŽŶĐĞ�ĐĂŶĚŝĚĂƚĞƐ�ĂƌĞ�
seated) can actually serve to mini-
mize test anxiety and boost candi-
dates’ sense of confidence. Both 
examples reinforce the importance
ŽĨ�ĞŶƐƵƌŝŶŐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞƐƚ�͚ƌĞĐĞƉƟŽŶ͛ �
process (the way that candidates
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are physically greeted and treated
by examiners and invigilators both
prior to and during the test) is as
smooth and professional as possi-
ble.

5.2 General concerns

Candidate responses to both the
ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶŶĂŝƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ�ƐĞŵŝ-
structured interviews provid-
ĞĚ�Ă�ƌŝĐŚ�ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�
diversity of opinions, feelings,
ƉĞƌĐĞƉƟŽŶƐ͕ �ĂŶĚ�Ăƫ ƚƵĚĞƐ�
that EXAVER candidates have
about the tests. They also pro-
vided EXAVER’s test develop-
ers with important insights
ŝŶƚŽ�ƐŽŵĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽƐŝƟǀ Ğ�ĂŶĚ�
ŶĞŐĂƟǀ Ğ�ĐŽŶƐĞƋƵĞŶĐĞƐ�ĨŽƌ�
test candidates as a result of
preparing for and taking a lan-
guage test. With regard to the
ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶŶĂŝƌĞ͕�ƚŚĞ�ƋƵĂŶƟƚǇ�
and variety of responses bring
to mind Shohamy’s (2001) ob-
ƐĞƌǀ ĂƟŽŶ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞ�Žǀ Ğƌǁ ŚĞůŵŝŶŐ�
majority of test candidates not only
have a strong need and desire to
express their feelings about the test
they took, but they also have the
inherent right to do so, and it is the
responsibility of language teachers
and testers to enable them to do so
(p.156). By providing for this, she
feels that testers can help democra-
ƟǌĞ�ƚŚĞ�ĂĐƚ�ŽĨ�ƚĂŬŝŶŐ�Ă�ƚĞƐƚ�ƐŽ�ƚŚĂƚ�
the experience becomes more of a
ĐŽůůĂďŽƌĂƟǀ Ğ͕�ŚŽƌŝǌŽŶƚĂů�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ͕ �
rather than an authoritarian, top-
down one (Shohamy, p. 136-137).

It can be argued, however, that the
most important step that takes
place in the overall process of solic-
ŝƟŶŐ�ĐĂŶĚŝĚĂƚĞ�ĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬ�ŝƐ�ǁ ŚĂƚ�
testers finally end up using it for.  

For this reason, one might correctly
refer to the ‘final consequences’ of 
ĐŽŶƐĞƋƵĞŶƟĂů�ǀ ĂůŝĚŝƚǇ͘�dŚĞ�Į ŶĂů�ĂĐͲ
ƟŽŶƐ�ƚĂŬĞŶ�ďǇ�ƚĞƐƚ�ĚĞǀ ĞůŽƉĞƌƐ�ŵĂǇ�
very well serve to increase the oc-
ĐƵƌƌĞŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ƉŽƐŝƟǀ Ğ�ĐŽŶƐĞƋƵĞŶĐĞƐ�
for future candidates and to de-

ĐƌĞĂƐĞ�ƚŚĞ�ŽĐĐƵƌƌĞŶĐĞ�ŽĨ�ŶĞŐĂƟǀ Ğ�
consequences.

dŚĞ�ĨŽůůŽǁ ŝŶŐ�ĂĐƟŽŶƐ͕ �ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ĐĂŶͲ
didate feedback from this and other
studies, have already been taken (or
are currently being undertaken) by
EXAVER administrators and serve to
illustrate how a language test board
can convert candidate feedback into
ƉŽƐŝƟǀ Ğ�ŝŵƉĂĐƚ�ĨŽƌ�ĨƵƚƵƌĞ�ĐĂŶĚŝͲ
dates:

 ^ƚƌĞĂŵůŝŶĞĚ�ƌĞŐŝƐƚƌĂƟŽŶ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ͕ �
making it much easier for current
and future candidates to register
for the tests

 EĞǁ �ŽŶůŝŶĞ�ŐƌĂĚĞ�ĂůůŽĐĂƟŽŶ�ƉƌŽͲ
ĐĞƐƐ�ƚŽ�ƐƵďƐƚĂŶƟĂůůǇ�ƌĞĚƵĐĞ�ƚŚĞ�
ǁ ĂŝƟŶŐ�ƟŵĞ�ĨŽƌ�ƌĞĐĞŝǀ ŝŶŐ�ŐƌĂĚĞƐ

 Sample Speaking Test for each of
EXAVER’s three levels uploaded
to the EXAVER website so that
ƉŽƚĞŶƟĂů�ĐĂŶĚŝĚĂƚĞƐ�ŚĂǀ Ğ�ĂŶ�
idea of the format of the test as
well as the type of tasks they can
expect (These tests complement
ƚŚĞ�ƐĂŵƉůĞ�ƌĞĂĚŝŶŐ͕�ǁ ƌŝƟŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�
listening tests on the website
ƐŝŶĐĞ��y�s �Z ͛ Ɛ�ŝŶĐĞƉƟŽŶ͘ Ϳ

 �ƌĂŌŝŶŐ�ŽĨ�Ă�ůŝƐƚ�ŽĨ�ĂĚŵŝŶŝƐƚƌĂͲ
Ɵǀ Ğ�ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŵĂǇ�ďĞ�
ƉƌŽďůĞŵĂƟĐ�ĨŽƌ�ĞǆĂŵŝŶĞƌƐ�ĂŶĚ�
invigilators on the test day, along
ǁ ŝƚŚ�ĐŽƌƌĞƐƉŽŶĚŝŶŐ�ƐŽůƵƟŽŶƐ�

 �ŝƐƐĞŵŝŶĂƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĐĂŶĚŝĚĂƚĞ�
ĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬ�ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶŶĂŝƌĞƐ�ĂƐ�Ă�ǁ ĂǇ�
ŽĨ�ĐŽŶƟŶƵŝŶŐ�ƚŽ�ŵŽŶŝƚŽƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƉŽƐͲ
iƟve and negaƟve consequences
for candidates taking the tests

 Analysis and discussion of ap-
ƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ĂĐƟŽŶ;ƐͿ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ĐĂŶͲ
didate responses

 Follow-through to confirm that 
ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞ�ĂĐƟŽŶ�ǁ ĂƐ�ƚĂŬĞŶ

6. Conclusion

By now it has perhaps become ap-
parent to the reader that what can-
ĚŝĚĂƚĞ�ĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬ�ŝŶ�ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ�ƚĞƐƟŶŐ�
actually relates to is a type of as-
sessment that is more inclusive and
ĚĞŵŽĐƌĂƟĐ�ŝŶ�ŶĂƚƵƌĞ�ƚŚĂŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƚƌĂĚŝͲ
ƟŽŶĂů͕�ĂƵƚŚŽƌŝƚĂƌŝĂŶ�ƚǇƉĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǁ ĂƐ�
prevalent in so many assessment
contexts throughout the world dur-
ing much of the 20th century and,
indeed, prior to that. 7

When test developers refuse to so-
licit candidate feedback, or do so
without following through on it, the
ƵŶĚĞŵŽĐƌĂƟĐ�ŶĂƚƵƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐͲ
ment can be seen in terms of the

“With regard to the question-

naire, the quantity and variety

of responses bring to mind

Shohamy’s observation that

the overwhelming majority of

test candidates not only have

a strong need and desire to

express their feelings about the

test they took, but they also

have the inherent right to do

so, and it is the responsibility of

language teachers and testers

to enable them to do so.”
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power and control that testers ex-
ert over candidates. Conversely,
when test developers solicit candi-
ĚĂƚĞ�ĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬ�ĂŶĚ�ƚĂŬĞ�ƉŽƐŝƟǀ Ğ�
ĂĐƟŽŶƐ�ďĂƐĞĚ�ŽŶ�ŝƚ ͕ �ƚŚĞ�ĚĞŵŽĐƌĂƟĐ�
nature of the assessment is evi-
denced as a horizontal and collabo-
ƌĂƟǀ Ğ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ͘ �D ŽƌĞŽǀ Ğƌ͕�ƚŚŝƐ�ƉƌŽͲ
ĐĞƐƐ�ĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƉĂƌƟĐŝƉĂƟŽŶ�
of not merely a few, but a wide va-
riety of stakeholders, thereby
strengthening even further the
ĚĞŵŽĐƌĂƟĐ�ŶĂƚƵƌĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐͲ
ment.

Another important point that lan-
guage test developers should con-
sider when judging the validity of
their assessments is that language
ƚĞƐƟŶŐ͕�ůŝŬĞ�ĂŶǇ�ƚǇƉĞ�ŽĨ�ƚĞƐƟŶŐ͕�ŝƐ͕ �
at best, an inexact science. There
are many things that can go wrong
on the day of a test which can in-
terfere in its validity. The air condi-
ƟŽŶŝŶŐ�ŝŶ�Ă�ŚŽƚ�ĂŶĚ�ŚƵŵŝĚ�ƌŽŽŵ�
could stop working, forcing candi-
dates to finish the test in uncom-
ĨŽƌƚĂďůĞ�ƉŚǇƐŝĐĂů�ĐŽŶĚŝƟŽŶƐ͘ ���Ŷ�
oral examiner could ask a candidate
ǁ ŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞǇ�ĚŝĚ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ůĂƐƚ�ǀ ĂĐĂƟŽŶ�
without knowing that someone in
the candidate’s family died at that
ƟŵĞ͘�/Ŷ�ďŽƚŚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ŶŽƚ�Žǀ ĞƌůǇ�
extraordinary cases, the candi-
ĚĂƚĞ͛Ɛ�ĐŽŶĐĞŶƚƌĂƟŽŶ�ĐŽƵůĚ�ƉŽƐƐŝďůǇ�
be affected, thereby modifying 
his/her performance. This could
ĐŽŶƐĞƋƵĞŶƚůǇ�ŶĞŐĂƟǀ ĞůǇ�ŝŵƉĂĐƚ�ŽŶ�
the candidate’s score and provide a
ĨĂůƐĞ�ƌĞŇĞĐƟŽŶ�ŽĨ�ŚŝƐ�Žƌ�ŚĞƌ�ƚƌƵĞ�
ability.

The above examples represent real
ƐŝƚƵĂƟŽŶƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŚĂǀ Ğ�ƚĂŬĞŶ�ƉůĂĐĞ�
during real EXAVER test administra-
ƟŽŶƐ͘ ��Ɛ�ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ�ƚĞƐƚĞƌƐ�ǁ ŽƌŬ�

with real people in the real world,
ƌĞĂů�;ĂŶĚ�ŽŌĞŶƟŵĞƐ�ƵŶĨŽƌĞƐĞĞĂďůĞ�
or uncontrollable) problems are
ůŝŬĞůǇ�ƚŽ�ĐŽŶƟŶƵĞ�ƚŽ�ŽĐĐƵƌ͘�, Žǁ Ğǀ Ͳ
er, when it comes to designing and
administering tests, there are many
things that testers can indeed con-
trol, including:

 Concern for the test’s most im-
portant stakeholder: the candi-
date

 The psychometric quality of the
test, i.e. its validity and reliability

 �ŽůůĞĐƟǀ Ğ�ĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞƐƚ�
ƐǇƐƚĞŵ�Žƌ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƉĞƌĂƟŽŶƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�
are external to the test per se,
ƐƵĐŚ�ĂƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƚĞƐƚ�ƌĞŐŝƐƚƌĂƟŽŶ͕ �ŽƌŝͲ
ĞŶƚĂƟŽŶ͕ �ĂŶĚ�ƉƌĞƉĂƌĂƟŽŶ�ƉƌŽͲ
cesses and the way that candi-
dates are treated by examiners
and invigilators on the day of the
test

 �ĞŝŶŐ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďůĞ�ĂŶĚ�Ğī ĞĐƟǀ Ğ�
examiners, e.g. giving fair and
non-ƉĂƌƟĂů�ƚƌĞĂƚŵĞŶƚ�ƚŽ�Ăůů�ĐĂŶͲ
didates and following-up with a
‘post-exam’ report with a list of
things that went right and wrong
during the test

By concerning themselves with
these and other important

variables, language test-
ers can help safeguard
the overall fairness and
integrity of the test and
the test system. In so
doing, they also help to
underscore the differ-
ence between assess-
ments that, on the one
hand, are moving to-
wards a more dynamic,
responsible and demo-
ĐƌĂƟĐ�ŵŽĚĞů͕�ĂŶĚ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�
other hand, ones that
ĐŽŶƟŶƵĞ�ƚŽ�ƌĞŵĂŝŶ�
more stagnant and con-
ǀ ĞŶƟŽŶĂů�ŝŶ�ŶĂƚƵƌĞ͘�
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Footnotes:

1. dƌĂŶƐůĂƟŽŶ͗ �͞ /Ŷ�ŵǇ�ŚƵŵďůĞ�ŽƉŝŶͲ
ŝŽŶ͟ ͘ �dŚĞ�ƉƌĞƐĞŶƚ�ĂƌƟĐůĞ�ŝƐ�ĂŶ�
abridged version of “Consider the
candidate: using test-taker feed-
back to enhance quality and validi-
ƚǇ�ŝŶ�ůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ�ƚĞƐƟŶŐ͟ ͕ �ƉƵďůŝƐŚĞĚ�
in e-TEALS: An e-journal of Teacher
�ĚƵĐĂƟŽŶ�ĂŶĚ��ƉƉůŝĞĚ�>ĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ�
Studies 5 (2014): 1-23. ISSN 1647-
ϳ ϭϮy͗ �ŚƩ Ɖ͗ ͬ ͬ ůĞƌ͘ůĞƚƌĂƐ͘ ƵƉ͘ Ɖƚͬ
uploads/ficheiros/13086.pdf 

“When test developers refuse to

solicit candidate feedback, or

do so without following through

on it, the undemocratic nature

of the assessment can be seen in

terms of the power and control

that testers exert over candi-

dates. Conversely, when test de-

velopers solicit candidate feed-

back and take positive actions

based on it, the democratic na-

ture of the assessment is evi-

denced as a horizontal and col-

laborative process.”
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2. As of January 2017, the Mexican
minimum wage was approximately
80 pesos per day.

3. For more details on the EXAVER ex-
ĂŵŝŶĂƟŽŶƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞ��y�s �Z�ƚĞƐƚ�
system, especially as they relate to
ůŽĐĂůŝǌĂƟŽŶ͕ �ƐĞĞ��ďĂĚ�Ğƚ�Ăů͕�
“Developing affordable, ‘local’ tests: 
the EXAVER Project” in Language
dĞƐƟŶŐ͗�dŚĞŽƌŝĞƐ�ĂŶĚ�WƌĂĐƟĐĞƐ͕ ��Ě͘ �
Barry O’Sullivan (Palgrave Macmil-
lan, 2011) pages 228-243.

4. �ƵĞ�ƚŽ�ƐƉĂĐĞ�ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĂƟŽŶƐ͕ �Į ŶĚͲ
ŝŶŐƐ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ƋƵĂůŝƚĂƟǀ Ğ�ƉŚĂƐĞ�
of the study could not be included
but are available from the author at
dewing@uv.mx

5. The web-ďĂƐĞĚ�ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶŶĂŝƌĞ�ŽƌŝŐŝͲ
nally appeared in Spanish and was
subsequently translated into Eng-
lish. Candidate responses to the
ƋƵĞƐƟŽŶŶĂŝƌĞ�ĨŽůůŽǁ ĞĚ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƐĂŵĞ�
ƉĂƩ ĞƌŶ͘

6. While it could be argued that this
premise is based on common sense,
it actually mirrored Bachman and

Palmer’s similar hypothesis (1996,
p.32).

7. dŚĞ�ƚƌĂĚŝƟŽŶĂů�Žƌ�ĂƵƚŚŽƌŝƚĂƌŝĂŶ�
ŵŽĚĞů�ŽĨ�ĞĚƵĐĂƟŽŶ�ĂŶĚ�ĂƐƐĞƐƐŵĞŶƚ�
ŝƐ�ƐƟůů�ƉƌĞǀ ĂůĞŶƚ�ŝŶ�ŵĂŶǇ�ƉĂƌƚƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�
world today, including in many edu-
ĐĂƟŽŶĂů�ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚƐ�ŝŶ�D ĞǆŝĐŽ͘ ���




